
Paay card data 
breach 
explained
No password is the least of 
the problems 

Payments and Co uses published 
card data breaches as a means of 

demonstrating the key 
fundamental flaws in the current 

PCI Compliance approach by 
merchbants and how our 

Payment compliance strategy can 
assist the merchants to address 

these recurring breaches. 



Executive summary 

Having no password is a school 
boy error but the major 

concern is that Paay Founders 
didn’t  know they see card data 
in the clear and they should be 
informing ALL their merchants 

not just a selection. 

Many refer to Paay as a 
payment processor but from 

our research, they are a service 
provider that provides  3D 
secure payment software 

services. Having clear card data 
defeats the point of secure 

payments. 2

PAAY is a service provider and has no 
business seeing the merchant’s card 
data encryted or in the clear

Paay had clear card data on its servers 
and all it has is PCI DSS compliance, not 
even PA DSS 

All Paay will do with the card data is 
forward the card to the bank

It is the merchant’s responsibility in the 
choice of service provider they select 

The risk responsibility matrix may save 
the merchant’s in passing 100% of the 
blame to Paay.



Corona 
Virus 

warning 
Many Payment processors, aka 

service providers are going to 

be pushing merchants to take 

up services but their greed for 

money is going to prevent

adequate security to be put in 

place. 

Many retailers have decided to jump on the online retail band 
wagon and many service providers are willing them on without a 
proper strategy in place and this is only going to fall right into the 
hands of the hackers. 

The fact that Paay is offering a 3D secure payment services and 
they see clear card data is alarming in itself, the fact that they had 
no password for a while is clearly a school boy error and shows lack 
proper governance.

The fact that Paay sees clear card data is shockingly worrying the 
lack of password is symptomatic of bad governance and weak PCI 
DSS security controls. It is also clear to us that Paay would have 
failed penetration testing, ASV scanning and OWASP standards as 
well as have no zero card data policy on online payment channels. 

This is worrying for ALL Paay clients. 



The report 

says Security 

researcher Anurag 
Sen found the database. 
He told TechCrunch that 

he estimates there are 
about 2.5 million card 

transaction records in the 
database
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The database contained daily records of 
card transactions dating back to 
September 1, 2019 from a number of 
merchants. TechCrunch reviewed a 
portion of the data. Each transaction 
contained the full plaintext credit card 
number, expiry date and the amount 
spent. The records also contained a 
partially masked copy of each credit card 
number. The data did not include 
cardholder names or card verification 
values, making it more difficult to use 
the credit card for fraud.

https://twitter.com/hak1mlukha


The denial 
The most worrisome aspect 
of the denial is the fact that 

it has taken a hack for the 
founder of Paay to know his 

company takes card data 
and worst of all, in the 

clear. These are statements 
he would have offered to 

merchants and they would 
have relied on to sign on to 

Paay.This is clearly a 
fundamental breach of their 

contract and data security. 5

“On April 3, we spun up a new instance 
on a service we are currently in the 
process of deprecating,” said Paay co-
founder Yitz Mendlowitz. “An error was 
made that left that database exposed 
without a password.”

Mendlowitz disputed the findings. “We 
don’t store card numbers, as we have no 
use for them.” TechCrunch sent him a 
portion of the data showing card 
numbers in plaintext, but he did not 
respond to our follow-up.



The discovered database



The bigger 
problem for 
merchants 

If the approach by Paay is 
limit the damage then this is 

going to profoundly backfire, 
storing merchants card data 
without their permission is a 
key contractual liability issue 

for all clients of Paay.

Mendlowitz said the company was 

informing between 15 and 20 

merchants, and that the company has 

engaged an unnamed forensic auditor to 

understand the scope of the security 

lapse.

This is where I disagree fundamentally 

with Paay, if records were exposed for 

transactions from September 2019 and 

if Paay stores and transmits card data in 

the clear, then ALL Paay merchants 

should be contacted and told their 

clients card data have been stored and 
transmitted in a clear format. 



PAAY is the smart way to authenticate payments. 
With PAAY's EMV 3DS, merchants receive network level 

chargeback protection, and lower interchange rates.

This means PAAY is a 3rd party software service provider and does 
not refer to itself as a PAYMENT PROCESSOR . 

This is a crucial point because our research has shown it only has 
PCI DSS certification and nothing else, usually, a payment 

processor would have more accreditations than just PCI DSS. Its 
software has not been subject to PA DSS assessment where issues 
about passwords and clear card data would have been picked up.

What is PAAY?



Paay PCI compliance confirmation 



The most obvious flaw in the 
Paay card data breach is the 

fact that Paay takes card data 
in the clear from clients, 

misleading its merchants and
failing to provide adequate 

security controls for the card 
data it takes . 

Merchants have to

check, via card data 

flows that their online 

payment channel does 

not see card data. As it 

is the case with Paay,

their management 

clearly believed they 

did not, but they did.  

The contract is going 

to be crucial for this 

card data breach. 

Paay could argue 

that they were just a 

service provider and 

share the blame with 

merchants because 

they had no 

instructions.

Merchants who take 

on the services of 3rd

parties need to have 

their own payment 

card strategy in place 

first. This is passed 

on to service 

providers to 

demonstrate how 

they comply with 

them.
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What are 
the flaws

Online payments 3rd party contractPayment strategy



Paay does not have a valid payment application registered with PCI council 



Zero card 
data 

ONLINE form can 

never be allowed to 

STORE card data. A 

merchant can only 

discover this 

architecturally 

Service provider’s 

hosting the form does 

not  to expunge the 

merchant’s liability 

and  responsibility

Every major hack in 

the last 5 years have 

included encrypted 

payment forms, clearly 

not good enough.

1 2 3
We have had several fights with 

various suppliers and merchants who 
swear on everything that they are 

PCI compliant and  ISO 27001 
accredited. Like Paay, that did not

stop this fundamental error.

Our response is always the same, 
no service provider or merchant is 

allowed to see, hold or transmit 
card data architecturally. 
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Payment 
compliance 

strategy  
The payment compliance strategy is 

more than just a piece of paper that says 

you are PCI compliant, it is a managed 

service, an architectural living strategy 

that ensures on a day to day basis, your 

business reduces the likelihood of a 

breach of occurring across all your 

payment channels.  

Starts with all the 

banks that allow you 

to take card payments 

and all payment 

channels. 

Payment compliance 

strategy includes a 

‘zero card data’ policy 

to be enforced

All service providers 

that serve your 

payment channels are 

identified, audited and 

tracked

Every product and 

service that you use to 

take card payment will 

be updated to include 

‘zero card data’ policy.

Our Change 

management services 

checks every change to 

your payment estate 

and applies the strategy

Training and 

awareness is enforced 

at the key points of 

change across your 

payment estate.
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Service 
catalogue

We operate a service catalogue 

that is constantly checking for 

compliance as part of our 

managed service and ensures 

your business never has 

exposure to a payment product 

and service that may increase 

your likelihood of a breach 

occurring. 
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Our unique 
selling points 
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Whilst no one can ever say, your 
business will never suffer a card 
data breach, what our solution 

gives you is the assurance that if 
you were to ever suffer a card data 

breach, it would never be your 
fault, it would be your bank’s fault  

and you would be legally 
exonerated in any legal claim.  

Reduce your likelihood 

of a breach 

Reduce your cost of 

PCI compliance 

Managed all your 

service providers

Manage all your 

payment products 

Manage all changes to 

your payment estate 
Reduce your PCI scope 



Ben oguntala, LL.B Hons. LL.M
ben.oguntala@paymentsandco.com

+44 7812 039 867 
@paymentsandco

• I forewarned British Airways that they were highly 

likely to be subject to a card data breach, they did not 

listen and 3 months later they were hacked.

• https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/british-airways-

hack-was-a-disaster-waiting-to-happen-m62rn05v0
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